Conventional speech enhancement technique such as beamforming has known benefits for far-field speech recognition. Our own work in frequency-domain multi-channel acoustic modeling has shown additional improvements by training a spatial filtering layer jointly within an acoustic model. In this paper, we further develop this idea and use frequency aligned network for robust multi-channel automatic speech recognition (ASR). Unlike an affine layer in the frequency domain, the proposed frequency aligned component prevents one frequency bin influencing other frequency bins. We show that this modification not only reduces the number of parameters in the model but also significantly and improves the ASR performance. We investigate effects of frequency aligned network through ASR experiments on the real-world far-field data where users are interacting with an ASR system in uncontrolled acoustic environments. We show that our multi-channel acoustic model with a frequency aligned network shows up to 18% relative reduction in word error rate.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-channel ASR has been considered as an effective way to cope with noise and reverberation for a distant speech recognition (DSR) system. In general, voice activity detection, dereverberation and beamforming play an integral part of a DSR system that processes far-field speech. Beamforming techniques, take advantage of multiple microphones to enhance the audio signal. Beamforming can be categorized into fixed beamforming or adaptive beamforming. In comparison to fixed beamforming, adaptive techniques have shown that noise robustness of ASR system can be improved with a dereverberation approach [1] or high-order statistics [2] . However, adaptive techniques rely on accurate voice activity detection or speaker location estimation, and therefore they can underperform in comparison to a fixed beamformer; especially when these dependent components are not performing reliably [3, 4] . Further, according to the previous studies by McDonough et al. [5] and Seltzer et al. [6] , individually optimizing various DSR components turns out to be a sub-optimal solution.
More recently, multi-channel deep neural network (MC-DNN) approaches have been applied to a multi-channel ASR by training a unified MC-DNN model where the multi-channel processing modules are part of the DNN structure. The work by Xiao et al. [7] proposed a unified system that incorporates beamforming, feature extraction, and acoustic modeling into a unified model. The parameters of a beamformer is first estimated and then applied to the array *Taejin Park completed this work while interning at Amazon. signals to enhance the signal. Thus, the system in [7] is not a fully learnable system. The end-to-end system proposed by Ochiai et al. [8] also contains jointly optimized beamforming components. However, this end-to-end system requires bidirectional LSTM that makes the system inapplicable to real-time system. The methods presented in [9, 10, 11] are also unified MC-DNN ASR systems but they are not fully learnable systems. Aside from unified MC-DNN approaches, a DNN is also employed to construct a clean speech signal. An LSTM mask based method was proposed to estimate the statistics of target [12, 13] . However, mask based beamforming approach needs accumulated statistics from adequate amount of adaptation data to show the improvement. Accumulating the statistics might cause additional latency to the system by requiring more memory usage and often not applicable to real-time applications.
In [14] , we proposed a fully learnable multi-channel acoustic model where array processing front-end was integrated into our trainable neural network module. The proposed acoustic model improved from single channel model showing that fully learnable multi-channel ASR system benefits the speech recognition performance in terms of word error rate (WER). In addition, the acoustic model supports real-time application and the DNN architecture does not involve any module that requires accumulation of statistics or bidirectional processing of a speech utterance. While our multichannel model shows significant improved performance, we still see reduced improvement in the presensce of intense background noise. The most prominent example for such a condition is the presence of playback echo. Playback echo is a self-generated acoustic signal from a device where the acoustic signal is also picked up by the microphones on the device. Playback echo is one of the most challenging signal processing problem since the signal has relatively high amplitude when it is generated in close proximity to the microphones.
In this work, to improve the noise robustness and the overall ASR accuracy, we propose frequency aligned network (FAN) architecture that independently processes each frequency bin and enables frequency independent processing that confines the influence of frequency bin input to each frequency bin. The FAN architecture is built over our previous multi-channel ASR framework [14] and it has a couple of practical benefits. First, FAN requires far fewer parameters, compared to a vanilla affine layer and thus lead to lower complexity of calculation and less memory requirements. Second, the average pooling layer of FAN gives a good performance gains for utterances degraded by playback echo. These gains were observed in contrast to max pooling approach where we implicitly select only one look direction.
We show the benefit of the proposed FAN architecture through ASR experiments on an in-house multi-channel speech dataset that also included interference due to playback echo and noise. The dataset includes speech utterances acquired in unconstrained acous- Mel-Filterbank Transform Fig. 1 . multi-channel ASR framework and the multi-channel modules tic environments where volunteers are interacting with our Alexa devices on a daily basis.
BASELINE MULTICHANNEL DSR SYSTEM
In [14] , we introduced a two-channel system with a fully learnable front-end. We showed that our two-channel acoustic model yields over 9% WER reduction over conventional beamforming front-end using seven microphones. In this work, we employ a similar acoustic model but a low frame rate (LFR) [15] version. Through LFR, we lower the scoring rate from 10 msec to 30 msec by feeding three consecutive frames simultaneously. All the components described in this paper are therefore based on LFR approach where every component has three separate signal stream that enables 1/3 rd rate of a regular frame rate system. Figure 1 illustrates this model. The acoustic model consists of 4 different stages: pre-processing, multi-channel (MC) layer, feature extraction (FE) and stacked LSTMs for senone classification. First, we extract discrete Fourier Transform features (DFT) from the audio frames from each channel using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). We then apply global mean and variance normalization (GMVN) in the frequency domain to each channel before passing it to the MC layer. For the MC layer, we used a block-wise affine transform combined with a vanilla affine layer in [14] (elastic spatial filtering). As discussed later, in this work, we evaluate different strategies for this block. The output of MC module is connected to FE layer. The FE-DNN layer is designed to output log-filter bank energy (LFBE) feature. First, the input signal goes into an affine layer initialized with Mel filterbank weights. The output of the filterbank goes into Rectified linear unit (ReLU) and log function. The ReLU component is employed to enforce the positive number for the log function. The FE-DNN is initialized to mimics (LFBE) feature, but like other components, it is fully trainable. The output from FE-DNN goes to the classification network. We train the weights of the network in a stage-wise manner [16] . We first built the classification LSTM with the single channel LFBE feature, then trained the cascade network of the FE and classification layers with the single-channel DFT feature, and finally performed joint optimization on the whole network with multi-channel DFT input. In contrast to the conventional DSR system, this fully learnable acoustic model approach neither requires clean speech signal reconstruction nor perceptually-motivated filter banks [17] .
In this paper, we focus on the performnace of MC module in Fig 1. We compare the performance of our proposed FAN architecture with linear layer with single-channel beamformed input. We focus on the block affine transform (BAT) that showed superior performance in our previous study [14] . The variants of the MC components studied in this paper are discussed next.
FREQUENCY ALIGNED NETWORK IN
MULTI-CHANNEL MODULE
Block Affine Transform
In our previous study, we proposed the fully learnable MC modeling method that gives an improvement over a beamforming solution [14] . This elastic spatial filtering (SF) includes the block affine transforms initialized with super directive beamformers weights to form 12 different look directions. In doing so, we incorporate array processing knowledge into fully learnable MC module. Especially in the elastic SF module, the 12 look directions can be learned through the training process. In this work, we use BAT module and power module which are parts of elastic SF module. The discrete fourier transform of input signal can be described as below:
Using this notation, we can express complex weight vector for source position p as follows:
Thus, BAT and the following power operation can be expressed as follows:
(3) where b is bias term, D is the number of look directions and K is the number of frequency bins. After power operation in eq. 3, 254 dimensional DFT feature is converted to 127 dimensional vector.
Frequency Aligned Network
BAT processes frequency bins independently as it implements filtering in the frequency domain. Applying an affine transform after BAT can impact the overall performance as a typical affine transform (linear layer) combines the outputs of various frequency bins. Note that this combination of frequency bins is different from the output of the feature extraction network in the single channel case depicted in Fig  1. The feature extraction scheme here simply implements filter-band energy calculation. In this work, we seek a new solution to the frequency combination problem for the multi-channel spatial filtering built into the network. Ideally, we seek an approach that handles each frequency bin independently across various look directions.
The fundamental idea of FAN proposed here is all about processing each frequency bin separately. Fig.2 depicts an example of the FAN with 12 look directional input from BAT and 4 filters. In Fig.2 , each filter has 12 × 1 coefficient that is multiplied by each frequency. The 12 coefficients in each filter can be regarded as a weight for each look direction. The output of the filtering process for each frequency bin is handled separately.
The overall filtering structure of FAN is analogous to convolutional neural network (CNN) but FAN architecture does not involve explicit convolution. A 1-D CNN layer typically involves convolution by shifting the filter with a certain hop length; each output is affected by neighboring inputs as convolution process involves overlap and shifting. In contrast, in the FAN architecture, there is no overlap when the filter is shifted to the neighboring frequency bin. FAN is designed to effectively weigh look directions for each frequency bin.
FAN should be also distinguished from BAT. BAT returns multiple of look directions for varoious frequency bins. Specifically, BAT combines phase information to provide multiple angles of acoustic spatial filtering, while FAN is only used to weigh each look direction and combine. The output from eq.3 forms an input vector for frequency with ω k in eq.4.
Using the input vector Y (ω k ) the output of FAN can be described as follows:
where wF AN,n is n-th filter coefficient, bn is bias term for n-th filter and N is the total number of filters where we use 24 filters. The output Z(ω k ) directly goes into the FE-DNN in Fig.1 . In the case of FAN-Max model in Fig.1 , the dimension of input to FAN is D=2 since we only use 2-ch input instead of 12 directional looks. In the case of BAT-FAN-Max model, average pooling is replaced with max pooling to gauge the benefit of the pooling method. In addition to frequency independent processing for combining look directions, FAN requires significantly fewer parameters in comparison to an affine transform. In our case, an affine transform requires 193,548 (12 × 127 × 127 + 127) parameters while FAN architecture only requires 192 (12 × 24 + 24) parameters.
MC modules
MC module in our DSR framework (Fig. 1) is core to the experiments presented here. Fig.3 . describes the 6 types of MC modules we investigate. The modules in Fig.3 can be plugged into the baseline model shown in Fig. 1 and jointly trained.
The first row of Fig.3 shows the MC architecture without BAT and therefore do not have spatial filtering capability. Fig.3(a) 'Raw 1-ch' is a model that only uses single channel input. This model is the pretrained network we use to train the classification network; except that here in Fig.3(a) , we use the FE-DNN component for fea-
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Max Pooling The second row of Fig.3 shows MC modules with spatial filtering capability (with BAT). The 'BAT-AT' model in Fig.3(d) is the best performing system from [14] which is referred as elastic special filtering. The 'BAT-FAN-Max' model in Fig.3(e) is a model which we integrate BAT with FAN architecture. The affine transform in BAT-AT model is replaced with FAN and max pooling module. Finally, 'BAT-FAN-Avg' model in Fig.3(f) is a model with average pooling instead of max pooling. We can see the benefit from having a average pooling layer by comparing the performance of BAT-AT model. BAT module and FAN architecture is explained in more detail in the following sections.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiment setup
We examine the performance of the proposed MC modules with multi-channel speech dataset. The dataset was collected from several thousand anonymized users using 7 microphone circular array devices in real acoustic environments. We use two types of datasets. Set1 is a dataset which contains utterances recorded in real world conditions with playback echo for approximately 10% of the whole data. In this case, the volunteers involved in the data collection could set the playback volume to an arbitrary values. Set2 is an in-lab dataset where all the utterances in Set2 were always recorded with playback echo. No acoustic echo cancellation (AEC) was applied. The dev set and test set have approximately 20 hours and 50 hours of data. The array geometry used here is an equi-spaced six-channel microphone circular array with a diameter of approximately 72 mm and one microphone at the center. All the experiments in this work are two channel experiments where we picked two microphones diagonally across the center of the circular array [14] . The speech data in the training set and test set are device-directed speech data where the user's speech is directed toward the device. For all the experiments, we use DFT feature. We remove the direct and Nyquist frequency components in the DFT coefficient and use 127-dimensional DFT coefficients. The DFT feature was extracted every 10ms using a window size of 12.5 ms (and padded). We normalize DFT feature with the global mean and variances that are precomputed from the training data. The LSTM in classification network has 5 LSTM layers with 768 cells followed by the affine transform that has 3183 dimensional output. We use the cross-entropy loss using a neural network toolkit [18] . Adam optimizer is used in all the experiments.
To illustrate the benefit of the various modules outlined earlier, we run ASR experiments on the dataset we collected and the results are presented in terms of word error rate reduction (WERR). As we take an additive intereference view of the playback signal and no AEC was applied, the WERR results are broken down into estimated signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the utterances in dev set and test set. The SNR is estimated by aligning the utterances to the transcriptions using an offline ASR model 1 and calculating the ratio between accumulated power of speech and noise frames from a whole utterance. The BAT-AT model is a more competitive baseline that shows consistent benefit over Raw-2ch model since BAT-AT model uses spatial filtering prior knowledge [14] . In comparison, the performances of BAT-FAN-Max model and BAT-FAN-Avg model show the benefit of FAN architecture. BAT-FAN-Max model shows about 7% WERR improvement over the BAT-AT model, which indicates that there is a benefit of frequency independent processing. There is also benefit of average pooling method with FAN compared to the model that uses maxpool for both dev and test sets. Note that BAT-FAN-Avg model shows significant improvements especially for low SNR conditions. Table 2 shows overall WERR of the MC modules. A noteworthy result in Table 2 is the improvement gap between Set1 noPB and Set1 PB. We can see that the improvement from FAN and average pooling is on Set1 PB, while Set2 PB has slightly better WERR over Set1 noPB. This contrasts to BAT-AT model's improvement in Set1 PB and Set2 PB since the improvements are less concentrated on the utterances with playback echo. According to this experimental results, the proposed FAN architecture followed by average pooling gives even more benefit to the utterances with intense noise.
Performance comparison
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented frequency-aligned architecture for multichannel acoustic modeling. The experimental results suggest that frequency independent processing largely improves the performance of our distant speech recognition system. In addition, this architecutre has many orders fewer parameters than linear layer while showing improved performance. We also found that the subsequent step of average-versus max-pooling can result in further improvement on top of the the frequency aligned architecture. In addition to evaluating this architecture on a larger dataset, our future work would include cascaded layers of frequency-aligned networks and other configuraitions for a 4-channel and multi-geometry [19] acoustic model.
